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At!STRA CT :

I .a~er altimetry

i~ a Vlt lunbk d(tf(l SOIH\~C tor the po·oduct.ion of 3D •~iry models. For ~~PIJiications of ~J) city mod~.h; that arc to provide

a realistic impression of the urban c.n vironmcnt, modelling of thc. building:; only is in;;,uffici,•.nt. This pap.:r prc~ents

m~thods for the
recon,;truc tinn of th~: str.:c:l ~urface,; by cnmhining airborne la<tor dma will1 2D information from a cadastr:tl map. Locutions of Ln~es
arc nlBo ()~tractc<l from th,~ ln.s,~r dat11. Wit.h modelled street ~lllf(t<'CB. n·ccs Md wat,~r surlilccs added to rcconstru('t~.d buildings a
mon: n:ulistic looking dty mudd ;;un b,·. obtaim·tl.

I.

I N'J'I~Om.;(;'nOI\

Mo;.t r~.sc.arch projcw. on :3D rct~on:;truction of city models
from airborne la~c:r altimetry datu hnve been focussing on the
reconstruction of buil dings (Haala i't a/. 1998, Vossclman 1999,
R oucn:;tcinc' r and Bri.:.<;c 200Z). For a city modd that is to be
u~t:tl fur o:.)t. c ity plannin~ ami tourist guidam:e, a t'<>mplete
modell ing of rhc orban cnvironm..~nt is oiCC<loo. f'or thc<;c city
n.KX!d~ 3D r.x:uu~tructiun of road' amJ llu:.. i' also r~quim.l as
these nbjc<:L' havto u large impan on huw a city is pert~ived.

2.1 Preparatinn nf the cadastral m11p

The obtained digital eadastral mnp consisted of nil par.:cl
bnuntlaries. Whe reas the street p nt tt"rns arc clearly recogni~nhle
from the Jl!ll'l~el W11cnu·cs, t.h,~ ~tr<'.Ct Jl(lrcel s w,~,..~ not. 0xpliC'itly
labelled. Labch of ~tr~et par.:cls and .:1111al parcels wcrc addro
by hand (fi);ur~ 1).

Titis Jl.1J)<'r d~~cri~~ ~vt'ral algoril hnt• and j)J'IX'OOur0S
fnr the :! J) n:cnnstruct iun nf street.' and trn-s from
airbomc l(l.1,Cr altion;~try data in rombination with a cada~r;ll
map. This cadaStral tl'l.1 p i:; us.'d to obtain the boundaric~ of th•'
streets. Tho: purpo~o: nf the 'tr~t surf:tce reconstruct ion is to
smoo1h the ln.~o;:r data and t.o do;:tcrminc the heights of tho: street
boundarie;;, a:; cx.trat~tcd from the cada;;,tral map in i.Ut' h a way
that a real ist ic strec:t sm face i' ohtained (section 2). l'or the
tree~ . r.hc fo<'uS is on the :mtomatic cxt.ra<'tion of the n·cc
locations frurn tit~. ht~ocr data (occ.tion 3 ). The diffcn;nt
proeto,;,;ing step> are illu,;tratcd using data J'mm the old
downtown (II'Ca of Oelff.. In order tc1 c~ompkt<' a 30 dt.y model,
the building, uud cunul' in this ur~a ar~ modell~tl hy flat
;urfacto,; in;idr the parcel hnundaries extraclcd fmm the
cadastral map (~ection 4).
dev~lnpe<l

2. MODE LLING ROADS
lkforc the map and l aser d(tta <'an he ('omhincd in the
t:otimatiun of the ro1td surfae<.:s, both dat:t suurc~·.s re<(uin·tl
~everal pre-pm cessing steps. The original data ~nun:es and the
prc-pt·occssi n~ n.rc di~cus..<;()(l in the n~st two parag.ntphs. The
Mmttol!i~ fur th~ duta ft." ion are d~1ibcd anti analyst>d in tht>
la.' t paral!mph u f this section .

Fib'llre 1: Edital part u f th o:< t<Kla.< trulma11 wi th p:tn:el~ labellal
as huildi ng. mad or .::nnat

Furthermore, some bridges over canals appeared to be missing
in the parcel structure. From a cadastral point of view this may
be ofless interest, since both the bridges and the canals have the
same owner. For the reconstruction of the city model, the
bridges, however. are essential objects. Polygons outlining the
bridges were manually added to the cadastral data.
In the last step of the map pre-processing, the points were
inserted into the edges of polygons outlining the street parcels.
Edges that are straight in 2D map, of course, do not need to be
straight in 3D. To correctly capture the shape of the road
surface, the edges therefore need to be described by more
points. For this purpose, points were inserted into the edges of
the street parcels at every 0.5 m. For all ihese points and the
original map points the height needs to be determined from the
laser data.

2.3 Estimation of the road surface
To create a data structure for determining neighbourhood
relationships, a Delaunay triangulation was performed with the
combined set of laser points and set of dense map points. To
avoid interpolation across non-street areas, the boundaries of
the street parcels were used to constrain the triangulation (figure
2).

2.2 Selection of the laser data on the road surfaces
The laser data has been acquired with the TopoSys I scanner,
flown at a height of about I 000 m. This resulted in a dense
dataset with 10 em and 2m point spacing in flight direction and
in scan line direction respectively (Baltsavias, 1999). With an
opening angle of only 14 degrees, this scanner only results in
small, occluded, areas in urban environments. The footprint size
was about 0.5 m and last pulse data was recorded.
The laser points that are located within the street parcels have
been selected in two steps. First a mask image was produced
indicating whether pixels (partially) fall inside a street parcel or
not. Laser points were initially selected with this mask image.
For each of these selected points it was then checked whether a
point was located inside the bounds of a street parcel. By this
two step selection procedure, the number of computationally
expensive inside-polygon-tests was drastically reduced.
Although within the street parcels, the selected points do not
always correspond to pulse reflections on the street. Many
pulses are reflected by objects like trees, cars, light poles and
sunshades attached to buildings. Due to small inaccuracies in
both the map and the laser point positions, reflections are also
obtained from points of buildings and the water in the canals
adjacent to the streets. For the estimation of the street surface,
these points need to be filtered away. For the object points
above the street level, a simple morphological filter based on
maximum expected slopes in the terrain (Vosselman, 2000) is
sufficient. Points rcflc.cted from the water surface, however, arc
below the street level and would lead to filtering away part of
the points on the street. To COlTCctly filter the points below the
street level, it is better to first perform a segmentation of the
point cloud based on local height difference and/or slopes. The
large segments wi ll correspond to the street level. Ry comparing
the height of a DRM made of the large segments with the
heights of points in small segments, some small segments may
also be classified as terrain objects (Sithole and Yosselman.
2003).
Pinally, the dataset was reduced in size by selecting only one
point within a radius of 0.5 m. In this way the point spacing in
scan line direction is maintained (at 2.0 m), but in flight
direction about every 5th point is selected. With a footprint size
of 0.5 m, the selected points no longer have overlapping
footprints and enable a faster rendering of the produced 3D city
model.

Figure 2: Constrained triangulation of the combined map and
laser points within the streets objects. The varying
point densities are due to occlusion of the street
level by trees, cars and buildings.
A first estimation of the road surface was obtained by assigning
to each map point the height of the nearest laser point. This
results into the surface model shown in figure 3. Because of the
small point distances already a little noise in the height data
causes a large variation of the directions of the surface normal s
of the TIN faces. Rendering these faces results in a noisy
appearance of the road surface.

Figure 3: Original laser points combined with map points. The
heights of the map points are inferred from the
nearest laser points.
To obtain a more realistic view the height data has been
smoothed by fitting 2"'1 order polynomial functions. 2'"1 order

polynomials were used to correctly model the relatively strong
road curvature of the bridges across the canals. For each
location of a la~er point or a map point, the heights of all laser
points within some radius were used for this estimation. Figure
4 shows that the noisy character of the laser points is strongly
reduced by this smoothing. However, it also shows that the
height near the roadsides is less smooth than near the road
centrelines. These errors are caused by extrapolations of the 2!1(1
order polynomials. Their coefficients are estimated with the
heights of the laser points. However, when estimating the height
at a map point location, all laser points are located on one side
of this map point. In particular when the nearest laser poincs are
a bit further away (due to occlusions of nearby street locations),
the noise in the estimated coefficients will result in a very noisy
height estimation of the map points.

Figure 4: Road surface estimated by
fitting to near laser points.

2 nd

M P ={mId (b, p):::; R Ad {e, p):::; R}
For these sets of edges the moments of the edge vector
components are calculated. In the summation, the length of the
edge vectors is used as a weight. In this way, the moments do
no depend on the maximum distance between the map points
used for the dcnsification of the map points.

The eigenvalues of this matrix indicate whether the map edges
show dominant edge directions. Figure 5 shows the colour
coded map points and laser points of the road parts. Points
shown in blue arc points with an eigenvalue ratio below 3.
These points are located near comers in the street pattern. For
these points, the height has been calculated with the
unconstrained 2 nd order polynomial fit as used in figure 4.
Points sho\\'11 in green have an eigenvalue ratio of at least 3.
These points are located on straight road segments. For these
points a polynomial fit has been applied that only allows a slope
and a curvature in the direction of the eigenvector belonging lO
the largest eigenvalue (i.e. the main road direction).

o~dcr polynomial

For a correct extrapolation , the accuracy of the estimated
coetficients is not high enough. In order to improve this we
made use of the knowledge that the road curvature and road
slope in across road direction can be neglected on straight road
parts. Near road crossings. however, curvatures in the road
surface do exist and should be estimated in the surface fitting.
Therefore, we first need to determine which points are located
on straight road segments. For this purpose the cadastral map
has been used. As described in paragraph 2 .I the map polygons
exist of many short straight edges. A poim can be classified as a
point on a straight road segment if the nearby map edges exhibit
a dominant direction. More formally, this is evaluated using the
ratio of eigenvalues of a matrix with moments of the weighted
edge direction vector components.
Let a map edge m be defi ned by the point pair (b, e) and let the
be expressed by its length multiplied by a
map edge vector
direction vector

m
n:

Pigure 5: Classification of points based on the isotropy of the
edge directions within a radius of 10 m. In green
(light grey), positions near street corners, in blue
(dark grey) positions on straight street segments.
The black holes in the street surfaces are areas
without reflected laser pulses.
Formally, the unconstrained polynomial fi t is performed with
the observation equation

ror each point p , all map edges m are selected that are within
some radius R of p .

set up for all points within some radius of the point for which
the height needs to be estimated. The slope and the curvature in
the direction perpendicular to the road axis is disabled by
constraining the estimation of the coefficients with the
equations

estimation of the height of the road sides is clearly improved
and now much more realistic. The estimation of the curvatures
of the bridges across the canals is not affected by the
constraints.
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in which a is the normal direction to the road axis represented
by Xcosa+Ysina=d. These equations constrain the across
road slope, torsion and across road curvature, respectively to
zero.
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Pigure 7: Road surface estimated by the constrained 2na order
polynomial filling to near laser points.

Figure 6: Classification of points for the example used in
figures 3, 4 and 7.
The results are shown in figures 6 and 7. figure 6 shows the
point classification from about the same viewpoint as the other
figures of the reconstructed road surface. Pigure 7 shows the
reconstructed surface using the constrained estimation for the
points that are shown in green in figure 6. Compared to the
results of the unconstrained polynomial Jilting of figure 4, the

The results can be further analysed by comparing the heights
assigned to the nodes of the map edges by the different
methods. Figure 8 shows the heights assigned to a roadside
adjacent to buildings. Note that the scales along both axes differ
by a very large factor (25)' The heights obtained from the
nearest laser points (black profile) show very strong local
variations. 'lbese are caused by reflections of the laser pulses on
small fences, poles and other objects standing in front of the
buildings. Some points arc quite low and might indicate errors
due to corner reflection. The heights estimated from the 2nd
order polynomial fit still show considerable fluctuations on this
road segment (which is quite flat in reality). In particular in the
central segment the heights seem to be overestimated due to
incorrectly determined across-road curvature. The protile
obtained with the constrained fitting approach is relatively
smooth. Although the height variations may still be a little
affected by reflections of laser pulses on low non-terrain
objects, the estimated heights will generally be within 5-10 em
of the correct street level.
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Figure 8: Roadside profiles reconstructed by three different methods: height of nearest laser point (black), 2"" order polynomial Jit
(green) and constrained 2"<1 order polynomial fit (red).

3. DETECTION OF TREES
Trees in the streets have an important impact on how a city is
perceived. Adding trees to a city model improves the impression
one can obtain. Brenner and Haala (1998) used colour infrared
imagery to extract the location and planimetric extent of trees
and added tree models to their city model. For the determination
of the tree locations they used the node points of the skeletons
of vegetation areas. These vegetation areas were obtained by an
ISODA TA classification.
With the increasing pulse rates of laser scanners the point
densities increased to a level that even smaller trees might now
be extracted from laser data. This was verified by first selecting
all points within the road and water parcels that are 5 or more
meters above the ground level. Due to small inaccuracies, map
generalisations and objects attached to buildings this data
contains many points that do not belong to trees. The selected
data was further reduced by removing all points within some
distance of buildings. Tn this dataset the locmions or the trees
were detected by determining the local maxima of the laser
points. A window size of 3 meters was found to yield to best
results.
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To model the shape of the tree crowns, all laser points were
assigned to an assumed tree location (i.e. local maximum). For
each point that tree was selected for which the slope of the line
connecting the point and the local maximum of the tree was
maximal. Attempts to model the tree crowns showed that
reasonable shapes could be extracted for the larger trees with a
few hundred points on the crown. Many trees crowns, ho\vever,
were only represented by ten or less points. This resulted in
unrealistic crown shapes. In the produced city models, the trees
were therefore represented by a fixed shape model with the
\Vidth as a function of the height of the local maximum (tigures
11 and 12). In figure 12 is can be seen that some of the larger
trees models have been placed in the canal. Because of the
proximity of the buildings, the trees tend to grow more into the
direction of the canal. Consequently, the locations of the local
maxima do not always correspond to the location of the tree
trunk. For a realistic modelling, such tree locations, of course,
would need to be corrected. This can be done by making usc of
the cadastral map. Trees located in the \Vater areas can be
moved to the nearest location in a street parcel.
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To complete an initial 3D city model, the canals and buildings
were modelled by polyhedral objects with a horizontal top
surface. The water level in the canals was determined by
examining the histogram of the heights of all points in the water
parcels (figure I 0).
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Nine trees were incorrectly identified, corresponding to a false
alarm rate of 5%. Four large trees were counted double, as two
local maxima were detected in the crowns of these trees. Two
small buildings were classified as tree. These buildings were not
marked as building parcels in the cadastral map. rurthermore,
two large sunshades on a restaurant pavement and one large
street light were identified as trees.

(a)

\ • • ••

(f)

The results are shown in f"igure 9. The background in this figure
is a shaded relief image of the heights of all points that were
initially selected. The edges of the buildings are clearly
recognisable in this image. The extraction of the tree locations
was verified on the spot. or the 182 trees in the processed
streets, 177 trees were detected, corresponding to a detection
rate of 97%. Of the five small trees that were missed, three were
located near large trees and therefore we not found as local
maxima. 1\vo small trees did not at all appear in the laser data.
Due to the point distance of 2 meters in scanline direction and
the fact that last pulse data was recorded, no pulses reflected
from these trees.
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Figure 9: Detection of tree locations with indicated errors.
Multiple locations identified for the same tree (a).
Small buildings (b), sun-shades (c) or street light
(d) detected as tree. Small trees near larger trees (e)
and trees without rellections in the laser data (f) are
missed.
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Figure I 0: Histogram of all points in the water objects. Only a
very small percentage of the laser pulses is actually
reflected by the water surface.
Striking is the relatively low percentage on points that reflected
on the water surface. Many reflections are caused by tree

branches over the water surface, by road parts near the edges of
the water areas and by several boats in the canals. Despite the
small percentage of points that actually retleet from the water
surface, the water level can easily be extracted from the
histogram. The determined water level of 0.4 m below sea level
indeed corresponds to the actual water height.
The roof landscape was not modelled in this project. To get a
rough impression for each building parcel, the height of a flat
roof was set to the 90°.{ value of the height in the histogram of
the points within the parcel bounds. This value was chosen to
avoid extremely high building models caused by a few outliers
in the height data.
Two views of the completed model are shown in figures ll and
12.

considered of large value for the extraction of these objects
from airborne laser data. To both model the street surface. and
extract the location of trees, both first and last pulse data should
be recorded. Flights should preferably be conducted in the
leatless season. The data used in this project was tlown in
August. Despite the last pulse mode, large road surface parts are
complete occluded by larger trees with dense foliage.
For the extraction of the crown shape of the trees, a higher point
density is needed than the nsed two meter point spacing in
scanline direction. A higher point density and the usage of first
pulse data, will of course also improve the detection rates of
trees in the laser daL:t. By analysing the structure of the point
clouds that are assigned to an assumed tree location, the higher
point density may also allow ;m automatic detection of false
alarms caused by objects like small buildings and sunshades.
Due to the small number of points per object, such an analysis
was not possible in this project.
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